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such as installing
anti-slip tiles and a
ventilated canopy, have
been made to enhance
residents’ shopping
experiences and provide
barrier-free access for the
elderly and disabled.
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purchase their daily necessities and
mingle with one another.
In 2014, 19 blocks along Bukit
Panjang Ring Road and Bangkit
Road were selected under the
Ministry of National Development’s
Neighbourhood Renewal
Programme (NRP) for revitalisation.
The objective of the revitalisation
is to transform this epicentre and
market street into a vibrant art and
shopping area. It aims to inject new
life into the place, and turn it into
a pleasant space for leisure and
community bonding.
Besides enhancing the look of
the area, structural improvements
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ocated in the heartlands
of Bukit Panjang,
Bangkit is a bustling
neighbourhood and home to
residents from all walks of life,
from first-time homebuyers and
young professionals to retirees.
At the heart of this estate is the
Bangkit Neighbourhood Centre
and surrounding market street,
which has over 60 stores and
services operating across five
retail blocks since 1989.
Despite the wear and tear
the area has endured over the
years, it remains the primary
destination for residents to
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Right:
The goal
of the NRP
revitalisation
project is to
transform
the Bangkit
market street
into a vibrant
art and
shopping area.
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CHALLENGES FACED
I

Left: The
Bangkit
Neighbourhood
Centre and
surrounding
market street
remain the
primary
destination for
residents to
purchase daily
necessities and
mingle with
one another
(photo, right).

n 2014, when Bangkit
was selected for the
NRP, Dr Teo Ho Pin –
Mayor of North West District and a
Member of Parliament for the Bukit
Panjang Constituency – came up
with the idea of developing an art
street in the area.
Mayor Teo strongly believes
that art brings people together
and sought to transform the
market street into a vibrant,
accessible retail space. His
overall goal is for the area to
one day become home to artrelated events, including
festivals, performances
and exhibitions.
However, prior to the
ongoing transformation,
the walkways along
the market street were
cluttered with haphazard
displays and retractable
canvas awnings, which
retailers used to extend their
shopfronts. These awnings were
poorly maintained and an eyesore
to customers.
For instance, Mr Ah Chai, who
runs a fruit stall in the wet market,
used to hang the fruits on bamboo

IT WAS VERY
HARD FOR
US TO TAKE THE
ELDERLY AND
CHILDREN OUT FOR
A WALK ... SO I
HARDLY BROUGHT
MY CHILDREN
HERE BEFORE
THE PLACE
WAS RENOVATED.
Ms Sylvia Foo
Teacher and
mother of two

poles lashed together with ropes.
While this may be an innovative
way to save space, Mr Ah Chai
commented that the poles
were “very unsightly because
the ropes were visible and the
colours clashed”.
In addition, the lack of ramps
and handrails, as well as the narrow
walkways at the market street
meant that most of the stores and
activities there were inaccessible
to young families and those with
personal mobility devices (PMDs).
“It was very hard for us to
take the elderly and children out
for a walk, [especially] with
our prams and strollers, so I
hardly brought my children
here before the place was
renovated,” said Ms Sylvia
Foo, a 38-year-old teacher
who has two children, aged
three and five.
Her sentiments were echoed
by Mr Gwee Boey Kuang and Mdm
Seng Ah Moi, an elderly couple
in their 70s, who visit the market
street every day to buy groceries.
“In the past, we found it difficult to
walk along the cluttered walkways.
It is much better now.”
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THE REVITALISATION PROJECT
A

ll of these issues
prompted the HollandBukit Panjang Town
Council to embark on the NRP.
This led to the setting up of
a Working Committee made
up of members from the Bukit
Panjang Citizens’ Consultative
Committee, Zhenghua
Merchants’ Association,
grassroots organisations, North
West Community Development
Council (CDC) and the Housing
and Development Board.
The SME Centre@NorthWest,
which is supported by SPRING
Singapore, complemented the
project with its expertise in
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business diagnosis and advisory.
Together with this Working
Committee and the SME Centre@
NorthWest, the Town Council
sought feedback from residents
and retailers on some of the
proposed improvements for
the neighbourhood. It also
printed and distributed publicity
materials explaining the benefits
of the NRP.
Throughout the consensusgathering exercise, there was
a strong emphasis on active
participation from residents and
retailers, to help realise aspirations
for the neighbourhood.
Upon receiving the green light

from at least 75% of eligible flat
owners in the neighbourhood,
renovation of the market
street began. Without
compromising on proper
ventilation, key improvements
included constructing a
canopy with large fans to
keep the street dry during
rainy days.
The ground, which was
previously riddled with cracks and
pot holes, was also levelled out,
and anti-slip tiles were installed to
provide easy, safe and seamless
movement for those with PMDs.
Hazards like slippery tiles and
worn-out awnings have been

Above:
Without
compromising
on proper
ventilation, key
improvements
included
constructing
a canopy with
large fans to
keep the street
dry during rainy
days.

removed to ensure a safer and
more comfortable shopping
environment for all.
The Town Council oversaw the
entire renovation to ensure that
the improvements made met end
users’ requirements as well as
the rules and regulations of the
relevant authorities. It also made
sure to minimise inconvenience and
nuisance to residents.
SPACE-SAVING SOLUTION
Ten months later, after the
renovation works were more
or less completed, the
SME Centre@NorthWest’s
business advisors engaged local
retailers again to help them align
with the area’s transformation and
upgrade their businesses.
When asked how the SME
Centre@NorthWest facilitated
the initial stages of the project,
Ms Jessica Lee, Assistant Director,
SME Centre@NorthWest, said:
“We surveyed the ground and
discovered, for instance, that
heartland businesses at Bangkit
face the common challenge of
limited shop space, which affects
productivity and sales.”
Furthermore, she added,
many retailers found it difficult to
keep track of and manage their
store inventory because of the
clutter that had accumulated in
front of their stores.
The SME Centre@NorthWest
found a solution in two new
shelving systems that optimise
space and minimise clutter.
Essentially, the systems help
increase storage capacity by
maximising height and floor space.
They also provide easy access to
products to ensure quicker picking
rates and stock rotation.
“Instead of helping retailers
adopt the shelving systems
individually, we worked with
the Holland-Bukit Panjang
Town Council and Zhenghua
Merchants’ Association to roll out
the systems for over 40 retailers as
a group-based upgrading project,”

Ms Lee explained.
As part of the group-based
upgrading project, participating
retailers also benefitted from
a subsidy of up to 70% of the
implementation cost under SPRING
Singapore’s Collaborative Industry
Project (CIP) initiative.
To complement the
implementation of the shelving
systems, the SME Centre@
NorthWest also conducted
inventory management workshops
for retailers.
During the workshops, retailers
learnt about 5S (sort, straighten,
shine, standardise and sustain),
and how good housekeeping can
help them better manage their
inventory items and conduct
stocktaking more efficiently.
Through these workshops,
retailers picked up valuable skills
on inventory management, to
maximise the benefits of the
new shelving systems.
NEW LIFE WITH ART
Upon completion of the
infrastructural changes, various
elements of art and design were
introduced to breathe new life into
the street – firmly carving a new
identity for Bangkit as a venue for
art and cultural events.
This included repainting the
walls with bright colours, installing

new lights, and setting up an art
gallery to showcase artworks by
local students.
Most of the major works took
place between April 2016 and
January 2017 and were expedited
so that retailers could open their
shops during the 2017 Chinese New
Year retail season. Construction
works on the art plazas and light
displays have also been completed.

Above and
below: New
shelving systems
optimise space
and minimise
clutter.

WE WORKED
WITH THE
HOLLAND-BUKIT
PANJANG TOWN
COUNCIL AND
ZHENGHUA
MERCHANTS’
ASSOCIATION TO
ROLL OUT THE
SHELVING SYSTEMS
FOR OVER 40
RETAILERS AS A
GROUP-BASED
UPGRADING
PROJECT.
Ms Jessica Lee
Assistant Director,
SME Centre@
NorthWest
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REAPING THE BENEFITS
W

ith the canopy and
slip-resistant ground
surfaces, young
families, the elderly and
disabled are able to move
around the street and stores
easily, and with no barriers,
even during rainy days.
The new shelving systems
have also brought about more
convenience for retailers and
shoppers. The foldable shelves
can be moved around a shop to
accommodate different needs,
while shoppers can easily find
what they are looking for with
the improved shelving and
display systems.
Medical hall owner Mr Ng Kim
San has received many positive
comments from customers on

[CUSTOMERS]
SAY THE
SHELVES LOOK
BETTER THAN THE
OLD ONES. IT IS
ALSO MUCH
EASIER FOR MY
STAFF TO ARRANGE
THE GOODS ON
DISPLAY.
Mr Ng Kim San
Medical hall owner

his new display shelves. “They
say the shelves look better than
the old ones. It is also much
easier for my staff to arrange the
goods on display,” he said.
The renovation has also
attracted up to three times
more customers to the area,
according to Mayor Teo. The
art street is especially crowded
during the weekends, with
temporary stalls selling clothing
and household items.
Fruit stall owner Mr Ah Chai
has experienced a 30% to 40%
increase in business since the
renovation and installation of
his new shelving system. He
attributes this to the area’s new
image and rise in customers,
including residents from other

neighbourhoods like Choa Chu
Kang and Teck Whye.
Teacher Ms Sylvia Foo
shared that her neighbours
have started referring to the
Bangkit Neighbourhood Centre
as the “Chinatown” of Bukit
Panjang for its bustling and lively
atmosphere, especially during
weekends and festive seasons.
The successful revitalisation
of the Bangkit market street
has now encouraged the SME
Centres to consider helping
retailers in other parts of
Singapore to transform their
businesses. Other CDCs will be
roped in to help SME retailers
in neighbourhoods undergoing
revitalisation to source for
affordable upgrading solutions.

Left: The
renovation
has attracted
up to three
times more
customers to
the market
street.
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Left:
Customers
can easily find
what they
are looking
for with the
improved
shelving
and display
systems.

SET
FOR THE
FUTURE
W

hile infrastructural
improvements to the
Bangkit Neighbourhood
Centre are completed, the area’s
transformation is far from over.
Plans are now underway for the
establishment of a night art
market. The objective of setting
up the night art market is to
turn the market street alive at
night, especially after most of
the shops have closed for the day.
This project committee will be
jointly spearheaded by the Bukit
Panjang Community Arts and
Culture Club, and various schools
and art institutions such as the
Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts
and LASALLE College of the Arts.
Local residents are already
excited about the night art market.
Ms Foo believes its activities will
be a “good form of leisure and
entertainment for the elderly”. Mr
Ng is willing to rent his shopfront
space to artists for a minimal fee,
so that they have a proper space to
create and sell their art pieces.
Besides the night art market,
the entire art street is set to host
a series of art and cultural events,
including the inaugural Bukit
Panjang Art Festival and Chinese
New Year celebrations light-up.
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A WORD FROM MAYOR TEO

What is your vision
for Bangkit?
To build a vibrant and creative
town centre, where we can
introduce arts and culture to the
community. This is a place where
we can nurture local creative
talents and inspire more people
to pursue arts and, at the same
time, support local artists and
performing groups.

What’s the inspiration
behind the new Bangkit
Neighbourhood Centre
and market street?
I had the opportunity to visit
Musashino, a city in Tokyo, while
on a trip to Japan, and was
very impressed by the concepts
employed at Sun Road shopping
street in Kichijoji and Musashi
Koyama Palm shopping street.
I liked how the streets were
covered with a roof shelter, so
people can shop comfortably
even during the rainy weather,
and the way the lamps and
signages were laid out. The
shop owners were also very
creative with their marketing
and merchandise displays. I hope
to bring these concepts and
atmosphere to Bangkit.
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THIS IS A PLACE WHERE
WE CAN NURTURE
LOCAL CREATIVE TALENTS
AND INSPIRE MORE PEOPLE
TO PURSUE ARTS AND,
AT THE SAME TIME,
SUPPORT LOCAL ARTISTS
AND PERFORMING GROUPS.
Dr Teo Ho Pin
Mayor of North West District

How can everyone be part
of Bangkit’s art movement?
The art street was designed
for people from all ages and
backgrounds to enjoy art, be it
students, working adults or senior
citizens. We also invite local artists
to showcase their works and conduct
fun activities like flower arrangement
classes for our residents, so that
everyone feels welcomed and
included in the area’s revival.

Any message for local artists
who might be reading this?
If you have some artwork or talent
that you are proud of, come and be
part of the Bangkit art street!

